
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
May 2017 
 
Dear Senior Advanced Placement Student:  
 
Our names our Patrick Escobedo and Stephanie Jackson, and we are very excited to be your 
AP English IV teachers for the 2017-2018 school year. Our study together will be a challenging 
and fast-paced examination of literature that will help us develop our writing and analysis skills. 
We hope you are enthusiastic and motivated about the coming year, and we will waste no time 
in beginning our exploration of literature as you read Khaled Hosseini’s The Kite Runner. The 
novel follows the story of Amir, a young Afghan boy, as he learns bittersweet lessons of 
friendship, tragedy, betrayal, and redemption. Copies are available in the bookstore. 
Additionally, you can find your assigned “As You Read Guide” attached to this letter. The work 
you do on the guide and with the novel will be used on our first major test and essay in the fall. 
 
Throughout the summer, we would like to get a class discussion going.  We will post the first 
question for discussion on the Classroom page and encourage you to post your own, too, when 
the reading piques your interest or you’re wondering what other people think. This is informal 
and not a requirement since we know you do not have access to your Chromebooks this 
summer and you will being using a phone or other device to comment if you so choose.  That 
said, a major focus on this class is the discussion of literature, and it is through discussion we 
can begin to make deeper meaning as we read.  Your contributions to class discussions based 
on your reading ensure the success of the course. 
 
Please email us if you have any questions, or if you would like to discuss the novel during the 
summer as you read. We look forward to our conversations.  
 
 
Kindest Regards,  
 
 
Patrick Escobedo Stephanie Jackson 
 
Escobedo@fenton100.org Jackson@fenton100.org 
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As you read The Kite Runner . . . 
 
Use sticky notes, a reading journal, or (if you have purchased a personal copy) marginal notes 
on the following themes, symbols, motifs, and stylistic elements. Ask questions, record 
reactions, and develop your analysis of the following elements. 
 
1. In Chapter One, Amir is struck by the words of Rahim Khan: “There is a way to be good 
again.” Much of the novel details Amir’s journey toward atonement and redemption. 
Identify three specific ways Amir attempts to deal with his sin. Note the events and actions that 
finally allow Amir to achieve peace with his past? 
 
2. Note the various occurrences of the phrase, “For you, a thousand times over.” How 
does the phrase gain in meaning and significance as the novel continues? 
 
3. Identify three events that demonstrate the destructive nature of prejudice. Identify three 
instances in which individuals combat prejudice through words or actions. 
 
4. Khaled Hosseini makes extensive use of figurative language—similes, metaphors, and 
personification. Identify three significant examples of figurative language. How does 
the figurative language add to the meaning of the passage? To the larger ideas of the 
novel? 
 
5. Amir, Hassan, Baba, Ali, and Sohrab continually encounter many similar situations and 
come to parallel each other in many ways. Note the various parallel situations that the 
four characters encounter and how they each act/react in those situations. How do 
these situations develop each character? What is Hosseini saying about fathers and sons 
through these developments? 
 
6. The setting of The Kite Runner plays an extremely significant role in the development of 
Amir’s journey. Identify three significant descriptions of the setting and explain their 
relationship to the plot and Amir’s character at that point. 
 
7. There are numerous motifs and symbols that Hosseini uses to develop the themes and 
characters in the narrative. Choose two of the following motifs and symbols and trace 
their development throughout the novel. Pay close attention to Hosseini’s diction and 
syntax in their treatment, and their contribution to the overall narrative: 
 
Storytelling 
Scars and scarring 
Kites and Kite-running 
Dreams 
 


